
Ancient Roman Mosaics

primary facts
A Roman mosaic is a mosaic made in the Roman Empire (27 BC) or by Roman
artists. The Romans would often have these mosaics in their homes as a sign

of wealth and importance, and in public buildings and bathhouses.
 

A mosaic is a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small
colored pieces of hard material, such as stone, tile, or glass.

 
Roman mosaics are constructed from tiny colored stones and gems

called tesserae. They’re placed together to create the shapes of figures and
patterns. Natural stone, with the additions of cut brick, tile and pottery

create colored shades of blue, black, red, white and yellow.
 

They glued them down and filled in the cracks using mortar, which is like a
thin cement mixture.

 
Designers of Roman mosaics were considered craftsmen, not artists. Unlike

artists they would not sign their work or take credit for it.
 

The Roman Empire was very large and covered many parts of the
world. This is why there are examples of well preserved Roman mosaics all

over Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.
 

Mosaics in the city of Pompeii, an ancient city in southern Italy are some of
the best in the world. Pompeii was buried under lava in 79 AD when

the volcano Mount Vesuvius erupted. The layers of volcanic ash protected
the mosaics and have kept them very well preserved.

 
The Romans loved to combine a practical purpose with wonderful art.
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The Roman Empire lasted about 500 years or from 31BCE - 476CE.
The First Roman Emperor was Augustus. He had to fight for his throne. He
was Julius Caesar’s adopted son. He changed his name from Octavian to
Augustus, and called himself emperor.
The Roman Empire brought peace and prosperity. It brought laws and
government, roads and buildings, sanitation, and welfare programs for
the poor.
Diocletian split the Roman Empire into Eastern and Western halves.

About the Roman Empire
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Roman art includes architecture, painting, sculpture and mosaic work.
Sculpture was perhaps considered as the highest form of art by Romans,
but figure painting was also very highly regarded.
Ancient Rome is known for copying Greek art.
Where Greek artists were highly revered in their society, most Roman
artists were anonymous and considered tradesmen.
Where Greeks worshiped the aesthetic qualities of great art, and wrote
extensively on artistic theory, Roman art was more decorative and
indicative of status and wealth.

Art History during the Roman Empire



Step One:
Draw a fish on construction paper. Break it down into simple shapes: start
with drawing an oval and attach a triangle to the end. Use triangles as fins.
The younger the child, the more basic the shapes. If they are older, have
them curve one side of the triangular fins and connect the tail to the body by
creating space between the top of the triangle and the oval. Add a circle for
an eye.

Colored Construction Paper
Pencil
Scissors
Glue

Let's Try It!
What You'll Need:
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Step Two:
Once your fish is drawn on the construction paper, start cutting little squares
from different colored construction paper. The smaller the better!

Step Three:
Start gluing your construction pieces down
following the lines of your drawing. This part
should be easy for all age levels.
 
The difficulty will be layering around and
inside your fish. The younger your child, the
more help they will need with this concept.
 
Tell them to follow the shape of the fish
around the inside and outside to their best
ability.
 
(The example pictures used on this page are
from children in Pre-K - Kindergarten)

All done! Hang your
masterpiece on your
refrigerator and look at the
proud smile on your child's
face. Now your child knows
about art history, art terms,
and how to create a simple
mosaic! Create one with tiles
and concrete for your
garden next time!
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